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ABSTRACT

While land-based high-frequency (HF) radars are the only instruments capable of resolving both the

temporal and spatial variability of surface currents in the coastal ocean, recent high-resolution views suggest

that the coastal ocean is more complex than presently deployed radar systems are able to reveal. This work

uses a hybrid system, having elements of both phased arrays and direction finding radars, to improve the

azimuthal resolution of HF radars. Data from two radars deployed along the U.S. East Coast and configured

as 8-antenna grid arrays were used to evaluate potential direction finding and signal, or emitter, detection

methods. Direction finding methods such as maximum likelihood estimation generally performed better than

the well-known multiple signal classification (MUSIC) method given identical emitter detection methods.

However, accurately estimating the number of emitters present in HF radar observations is a challenge. As

MUSIC’s direction-of-arrival (DOA) function permits simple empirical tests that dramatically aid the de-

tection process, MUSIC was found to be the superior method in this study. The 8-antenna arrays were able to

provide more accurate estimates of MUSIC’s noise subspace than typical 3-antenna systems, eliminating the

need for a series of empirical parameters to control MUSIC’s performance. Code developed for this research

has been made available in an online repository.

1. Introduction

Land-based high-frequency (HF) radar systems (Barrick

1972) have proven to be highly effective at measuring

coastal ocean surface currents on an operational basis

(Harlan et al. 2010). In the United States and other

countries, national HF radar networks contribute data

for operational use (e.g., search and rescue, spill re-

sponse) as well as for use in numerical modeling and

forecasting of the coastal ocean. Within the research

community, surface current data from HF radars have

aided studies of the dynamics of coastal circulation

and exchange [see Paduan and Washburn (2013) for a

review]. However, HF radar-based estimates of sur-

face currents are limited to fairly broad spatial scales

by the inherent spatial resolution of the instrument

and by the spatial smoothing applied to reduce errors

and/or data gaps. Both recent high-resolution model

simulations (Fig. 1) as well as satellite images of high-

resolution sea surface temperature (SST) or sun glint

suggest that the surface of the ocean is more complex

than HF radar systems report. Thus, HF radar-based

observations miss potentially important scales of the

near-surface dynamics as well as the true nature of

horizontal stirring and surface dispersion, both of which

are critical to research and operational applications.

Commercially available HF radar systems generally

fall into one of two technologies, beamforming (BF) or

direction finding (DF). The first uses widely spaced ar-

rays of antennas, obtains direction by beamforming, and

observes the Doppler shift in the direction of the elec-

tronically steered beam (Gurgel et al. 1999). The secondCorresponding author: Anthony Kirincich, akirincich@whoi.edu
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uses collocatedmonopole and loop antennas and applies

signal processing algorithms to extract the direction of

arrival of signals with distinct Doppler shifts (cf. Lipa

et al. 2006; de Paolo et al. 2007). For both technologies,

the range resolution Dr ; c/2B is governed by the radio

bandwidth B allocated (c is the speed of light). Numer-

ous studies have established the limitations of HF radar-

based surface currents using either technology (e.g.,

Lipa et al. 2006; Wyatt 2005), the total range or the

range resolution (Paduan and Washburn 2013), their

differences from, and relationships to, in situ obser-

vations (e.g., Kohut et al. 2006; Ullman et al. 2006;

Ohlmann et al. 2007), and the velocity errors due to

instrumental errors (Emery et al. 2004; de Paolo and

Terrill 2007; Laws et al. 2010; Kirincich et al. 2012).

However, the role of azimuthal resolution, the spatial

resolution along each range circle, defined in bearing,

has generally not been addressed. Azimuthal resolution

limits the smallest observable horizontal scale over most

of a radar’s observational extent, and thus is the primary

factor limiting high-resolution mapping of surface cur-

rents. This can be illustrated by a quick calculation as-

suming a 58 azimuthal resolution, which is representative

of the typical beamwidth of a 16-antenna phased array

radar and also the standard output of the SeaSonde (Lipa

et al. 2006). Translating this resolution into kilometers,

the azimuthal resolution becomes coarser than the stan-

dard International Telecommunication Union (ITU) al-

located range resolutions of 1, 2, and 6km (for transmit

frequencies of 25, 13, and 5MHz, respectively) at off-

shore ranges of 17, 35, and 70km, respectively. As radars

operating at frequencies of 25, 13, and 5MHz have

nominal ranges of 40, 90, and 180 km, respectively,

azimuthal resolution sets the smallest observable scale

in over 60%–70% of the nominal range of most radars.

Heterogeneous flows in the coastal ocean add com-

plexity to the raw Doppler spectral data used by radars

to derive surface velocities in a number of ways. For the

SeaSonde (Lipa et al. 2006), a 3-antenna DF radar, the

maximum number of directions that signals, or emitters

as defined in the signal processing literature, can arrive

from is two per each individual estimate of the radial

velocity at a given range. For BF systems configured as

a M-antenna linear array, such as the Wellen Radar

(WERA; Gurgel et al. 1999), the Doppler spectra for

each steered beam, or each bearing, is used to produce

just one estimate of the radial velocity, integrating all

emitters over the beamwidth (a minimum of ;68 for 16
antennas, depending on the bearing relative to the array).

For both types of systems, complex flow structures can

yield radial velocities at the same Doppler shift from

multiple bearings (e.g., Kirincich and Lentz 2017), and

at multiple Doppler shifts within the same azimuthal

bin. For SeaSonde DF processing, such complex flows

lead to increased errors in identifying first-order Bragg

returns (e.g., Kirincich 2017b), and increasedmultivalued

solutions that can overwhelm the 2-emitter limit (Laws

et al. 2010; Emery andWashburn 2017; Emery 2018). For

BF processing, these additional emitters can widen the

first-order Bragg spectrum and increase uncertainty in

the radial velocity estimates (Jeans and Donnelly 1986).

The potential for multivalued solutions in complex

flows is illustrated by the model velocity field shown in

Fig. 1a (Romero et al. 2016) and considering the radial

velocity component along a range circle (i.e., the ve-

locity directed toward or away from the radar), shown

as a function of bearing in Fig. 1b. Viewed over a 2 cms21

span of velocity, equivalent to a typical Doppler radial

velocity resolution, identical radial velocities can exist at

up to four independent bearings (e.g., yr 5 220cms21).

Furthermore, numerous bearings exist at which the

span of velocities within the nominal 58 azimuthal bin

is greater than 10 cm s21 (e.g., 2308 or 408). Thus, the
complexity of flow structures suggested by the model

FIG. 1. (a) Snapshot of surface vorticity, as z/f, from an ultrahigh (100-m horizontal grid) resolution numerical model of the Southern

California Bight [see Romero et al. (2016) for model details]. (b) Radial velocities along the range circle shown in (a), toward (positive)

and away (negative) from the radar station in the center of the arc.
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exceeds the ability of existing radars to map them

accurately, whether based on DF or BF technologies,

independent of additional errors such as instrumental

noise, phase biases, or antenna pattern inaccuracies.

This work seeks to advance the capabilities of HF

radars to measure complex flows. Recent efforts (e.g.,

Capet et al. 2008; Chavanne et al. 2010a,b; Lentz and

Fewings 2012; Rypina et al. 2014; Romero et al. 2016;

Kirincich and Lentz 2017) have suggested that spatially

complex flows are an important part of the variability

present in the coastal ocean and critical to robust esti-

mates of exchange across the coastal zone.An important

aspect of increasing the resolution of HF radar systems

is improving their ability to measure two or more inde-

pendent signals that may be closely spaced in bearing

or Doppler velocity. This can be accomplished by im-

proving how currents are extracted from radar obser-

vations or improving how the radars themselves are

configured. The present effort seeks a combination of

both, and uses data from two generic 8-channel HF ra-

dars configured as rectangular phased arrays to assess

a number of promising parameter-based DF methods

found in the signal processing literature (Emery 2018)

against the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) al-

gorithm employed by the SeaSonde (Lipa et al. 2006).

Advances in DF methods for extracting estimates of

ocean surface currents are presented first, followed by

a description of the experimental setting over the New

England shelf. A number of tests are then performed to

evaluate the DF methods using comparisons with sur-

face drifters as well as radial velocities estimated from a

pair of higher-resolution HF radars. The results of these

tests are discussed to interpret their significance, justify

the methodology used, and guide future improvements.

2. Direction-finding methods for HF radar-based
surface currents

a. The covariance matrix

Direction-finding methods for HF radar-based sur-

face currents are based on estimates of the covariance

matrix (C) formed from complex voltages observed

by the individual receive antennas. In contrast to target

tracking, ocean returns contain signals from all ranges

and radial velocities. Two Fourier transforms are per-

formed on time series of the complex voltages, the first

to separate signals by range and the second by Doppler

frequency, to estimate currents. This is crucial as the

ocean surface presents a spatially distributed source

of backscattered signals, rather than discrete point

sources in Gaussian noise. For a given range r and

Doppler frequency f, theM3M covariance matrix C5
C(r, f), where M is the number of receive antennas, is

formed from the self-product and the cross product of the

data from all antennas (cf. de Paolo et al. 2007). Criti-

cally, even thoughC is a time-integrated product over the

transformed time series length, each estimate of C forms

only one realization—or snapshot—of the signals ob-

served by the antenna array (e.g.,Wang andGill 2016).

Many of the direction-findingmethods describedbelow

depend on the eigendecomposition of C to estimate so-

lutions; C is a Hermitian matrix with the requirement to

be full rank (i.e., to possess M nonzero eigenvalues;

Horn and Johnson 1985). This requires more indepen-

dent estimates (K) of C than the size of C (or K . M),

to be averaged into an ensemble before direction find-

ing. Thus, given the nonstationarity of complex coastal

currents and the time required to acquire a full-rank

ensemble, DFmethods for estimating surface currents

from HF radars must perform well with minimal K.

Additional requirements for oceanographic HF radars

include performance in conditions of low signal-to-noise

ratios (SNRs), and the ability to extract surface cur-

rents over a wide azimuthal area. It should be noted that

matrices formed at adjacent ranges and Doppler fre-

quencies (e.g., Fig. 3) are not statistically independent

due to the nature of discrete Fourier transforms, the

overlapping of the time series segments, and the win-

dowing applied to suppress side lobes, leakage, and

spectral noise (Martinez-Pedraja et al. 2013).

b. Direction finding algorithms

1) MUSIC

Since the original implementation of MUSIC by

Schmidt (1986), its theoretical basis and performance as

a direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimator has been thor-

oughly explored, resulting in a deeper understanding of

the limitations of MUSIC, and the parameters that af-

fect its performance (cf. Krim and Viberg 1996; Tuncer

and Friedlander 2009). Due to its computational effi-

ciency, and flexibility for the size, shape, and extent of

the antenna array, MUSIC is still a leading method

(Tuncer and Friedlander 2009). Within the MUSIC

algorithm, the DOA function PMUSIC is computed

from the noise eigenvectors EN of C, for each azimuthal

bearing u in A as

P
MUSIC

5
1

AHE
N
EH
NA

, (1)

where the M 3 1 vector A(u) describes the complex-

valued voltage response of the antenna array to a signal

from u (cf. Friedlander 2009). InEq. (1), theM3 (M2N)

matrix EN describes the noise subspace, with its dimen-

sion determined by the assumed number of emitters N.
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The denominator of Eq. (1) represents the projection of

A(u) onto the noise subspace. As u approaches the true

emitter location, A(u) becomes orthogonal to EN, and the

denominator goes to zero. Defining PMUSIC at all u thus

produces peaks at the u that best approximate the emitter

location(s).

2) MLE

A particular implementation of the maximum likeli-

hood estimation (MLE) method that uses the alternat-

ing projection search (MLE-AP; Ziskind andWax 1988)

is applied here due to its computational efficiency over

standard MLE methods (cf. Emery 2018). MLE-AP

seeks the uN that maximize

P
MLE

5Tr[A(AHA)
21
AHC] , (2)

whereTr is thematrix trace operator andA has sizeM3N.

MLE-AP has been demonstrated to have lower errors

than MUSIC (Tuncer and Friedlander 2009; Emery

2018) and better angular resolution (Krim and Viberg

1996) particularly for small numbers of array elements

(Ziskind and Wax 1988). MLE methods have also been

developed for signal sources that are distributed in

bearing (MLE-DS; Lee et al. 1997; Read 1999), which

might be more representative of the radar backscatter

from the ocean surface. Hybrid algorithms that com-

bine MLE andMUSIC by using MUSIC to initialize the

search in MLE (Oh and Un 1991; Choi 1999) exist, but

are beyond the scope of the present work.

3) WSF

Weighted subspace fitting (WSF; Stoica and Sharman

1990; Viberg et al. 1991; Krim and Viberg 1996) applies

maximum likelihood estimation to the eigenvectors of

the covariance matrix, finding the MLE that minimizes

the difference between a model of the data, constructed

from the antenna array matrix, and the optimally

weighted signal eigenvectors (Krim and Viberg 1996;

Emery 2018). After computing the eigendecomposition,

the WSF method estimates the noise variance from the

noise eigenvalues li of C,

s5
�
M

i5N21

l
i

M2N
, (3)

and uses this variance to compute the optimal weights

for the matrix of signal eigenvalues lS:

W5 (l
S
2sI)2l21

S , (4)

where I is theM3M identity matrix. The WSF method

then finds the minimum of the function

P
WSF

5Re(logfTr[(I2AAy)E
s
WEH

s ]g) . (5)

Previous simulation-based evaluations found WSF to

have similar DOA errors as MLE (Emery 2018), a

finding that is tested here using observations.

c. The emitter problem

Each of the methods above requires an additional,

and often external, method of establishing the number

of signals, or emitters, present in each (range, Doppler

frequency) observation. Determining the true number

of emitters is both separate from the actual imple-

mentation of the DOAmethodology and critical to its

accuracy and computational efficiency. Within the sig-

nal processing literature, this is known as the detection

problem, and both statistical and application-specific

empirical, or parametric, methods are used to detect the

number of emitters.

1) STATISTICAL DETECTION METHODS

Two of the most commonly used statistical methodol-

ogies are the Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike

1974) and the minimum description length (MDL; Wax

and Kailath 1985). Both are based on the eigenvalues

of the covariance matrix and are evaluated here for

their accuracy. For each assumed number of signals,

or emitters N, the MDL detection score is defined as

D
MDL

52K(M2N) log

 
P
M

i5N11

l
i

!1/(M2N)

�
M

i5N11

l
i

M2N

2
66666664

3
77777775

1
1

2
N(2M2N1 1) log(K) , (6)

where the component in brackets is the ratio of the

geometric mean and the arithmetic mean of the noise

eigenvalues li. The AIC detection score differs from the

above by a factor related to the number of snapshots K:

D
AIC

52K(M2N) log

 
P
M

i5N11

l
i

!1/(M2N)

�
M

i5N11

l
i

M2N

2
66666664

3
77777775

1N(2M2N1 1). (7)

Thus, for the smallK found in HF radar data processing,

the twomethodologies are quite similar (e.g., Fig. 2a). In

both, the estimated number of emitters is determined
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from the local minimum of the detection score. A

maximum of N 5 5 is used here to limit potentially

spurious solutions when local minima are not found in

DAIC or DMDL.

2) EMPIRICAL DETECTION METHODS

In contrast to these statistical approaches, an empiri-

cal method for determining the number of emitters was

developed for the Coastal Ocean Dynamics Applica-

tion Radar (CODAR) SeaSonde (Lipa et al. 2006). This

methodology uses a set of empirical parameters to com-

pare the relative magnitudes of the eigenvalues, l, and

components of the signal power matrix, P, estimated

within MUSIC, to determine the number of emitters

present. From Schmidt (1986), the N 3 N matrix P,

P5 (AHA)
21
AH(C2 l

min
I)A(AHA)

21
, (8)

where lmin is the smallest signal eigenvalue assumed,

describes the signal power and cross products for the

assumed number of emitters present, here N. Specific

to the SeaSonde, which uses a 3-antenna receive array

and can sense up to two emitters (Barrick and Lipa 1999;

Lipa et al. 2006), the ratios of the eigenvalues, the di-

agonal elements ofP, and the off-diagonal elements ofP

are compared for the two emitter (aka dual angle) so-

lution. If any of these three ratios exceeds a threshold

value, set by inspection, the two emitter solution is re-

jected in favor of the single emitter solution.

This method can be generalized for arbitrary re-

ceive antenna arrays using two additional steps: 1) The

MUSIC DOA solution for an assumed N emitters

are the u found at peak values of PMUSIC. However

PMUSIC (e.g., Fig. 2b) may or may not have N distinct

peaks, as a peak-finding algorithm is normally used to

independently identify the local maxima of PMUSIC.

As seen in the simulation-based analysis of Laws et al.

(2000), estimatingPMUSIC for all values of 1,N,M2 1

and identifying those where the predicted number of

peaks matches the observed number of peaks found in

PMUSIC offers a viable method for identifying poten-

tially appropriate values for N (Fig. 2). This step is

dependent on a threshold used within the peak-finding

algorithm, but can greatly reduce the potential solu-

tions for large receive antenna arrays. 2) DOA solu-

tions passing step 1 can then be compared sequentially

FIG. 2. Examples of the (a) DAIC and DMDL emitter number

estimates, (b) the MUSIC DOA function (i.e., PMUSIC) for an as-

sumed 5 emitter solution, and (c) PMLE and (d) PWSF for each

emitter of the assumed 5 emitter case. In each case, the found

emitters are marked with circles at the maxima (or minima for

 
WSF) of the functions. By definition, PMLE and PWSF will always

return the same number of emitters as requested; however, the

number of emitters found in PMUSIC depends on an additional

peak-finding step to identify the local maxima present.
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following Lipa et al. (2006) utilizing the ratios of the

eigenvalues, the diagonal elements of P, and the off-

diagonal elements of P against the MUSIC threshold

values to reject or accept the solution with the higher

number of peaks. For example, if solutions for N 5 1–3

each have the correct number of peaks, the three ratios

defined above forN5 2 are used to choose between the

N 5 1 and N 5 2 solutions, similar to Lipa et al. (2006),

and the ratios for the N 5 3 solution are used to choose

betweenN5 3 and the ‘‘winner’’ of theN5 1 versusN5
2 solution comparison. This generalized implementation

of Lipa et al.’s (2006) method is referred to as the ‘‘Sea-

Sonde’’ method below.

However, it is suggested here that step 1, as described

above, exerts such a strong control on eliminating in-

correct solutions that a more streamlined empirical

method could simply identify the highest N where the

observed number of peaks match that predicted. Re-

ferred to here as the ‘‘MUSIC-highest’’ method, this

simplification eliminates the need for the three MUSIC

thresholds used by Lipa et al. (2006), but makes the

threshold value used to identify a local maximum in

DOA as a ‘‘peak’’ a key component of evaluating

PMUSIC for multiple emitters. Here, peaks are defined as

local maxima that exceed the background values of the

logarithm of the DOA function by a threshold value

(i.e., Fig. 2b). Threshold values of 0.05, 0.25, and 0.5 are

tested below.

Critically, neither of these empirical approaches for

estimating N, based on the DOA function, can be

applied to MLE- or WSF-type DF methods with-

out negating their potential benefit over MUSIC.

Any advantages in using MLE-based methods de-

rive in part from their ability to perform in signal

conditions that compromise the effective resolution

of the DOA function (Ziskind and Wax 1988; Emery

2018). Thus, all four emitter detection methods (AIC,

MDL, SeaSonde, and MUSIC-highest) were used

with MUSIC to estimate the radial velocities, but only

the AIC and MDL methods were used with the MLE

and WSF direction finding algorithms. Each of these

combinations were assessed using the observations

described below.

3. HF radar implementation and data processing

Two 8-channel HF radars developed at the University

of Hawai‘i (described in appendix A) were deployed on

the islands ofNantucket (NWTP; 41.28N, 70.18W) in June

2017 and Martha’s Vineyard (LPWR; 41.38N, 70.78W) in

April 2018, to observe the small-scale current struc-

tures and strong tidal variability known to exist over

the New England shelf (Shearman and Lentz 2004;

Wilkin 2006; Kirincich and Lentz 2017) at the highest

spatial resolution possible. Both systems (Table 1)

transmitted in the 16.1–16.2MHz ITU frequency band

(wavelengths of l 5 18.6m) and were configured as ar-

rays of M 5 8 receive antennas on a 3 3 3 square grid,

with one corner removed, having an element spacing of

l/(2
ffiffiffi
2
p

), or l across the diagonal of the grid.

The complex-demodulated received signals were low-

passed filtered for antialiasing and decimated on-site

to a sampling frequency of ;380Hz (allowing a max-

imum range of 120 km), recorded as 30-min compressed

time series, and uploaded to a central server at WHOI

for postprocessing. Each 30-min data collection window

was processed independently, with no temporal averag-

ing or smoothing performed across adjacent windows.

TABLE 1. HF radar data collection parameters.

Parameter Setting

Signal modulation FMCW linear sweep

Sweep rate ;0.34 s

Rx antennas 8

Rx antenna type l/8 length active nonresonant monopoles

Rx antenna configuration Modified rectangular array with l/2 diagonal spacing and one corner element removed

Tx antenna type l/4 length passive resonant monopoles with buried ground plane

Tx antenna configuration Phased array, either quad or pair

Data collection interval 29.5min

Raw time series file sample rate ;12 kHz

Raw time series file size ;2.5 Gb

Decimated time series sample rate ;380Hz

Decimated time series file size ;16Mb

Center transmit frequency ;16.15MHz

Transmit bandwidth 100–75 kHza

Range resolution 1.5–2 kma

a Transmit bandwidths were reduced to 75 kHz in April 2018 to avoid overlap of the simultaneously transmitting radars, altering the range

resolution to 2 km.
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For each window, the data was processed by (i) per-

forming range-resolving FFTs, (ii) estimating indi-

vidual Doppler spectra over K time series segments

(or snapshots) extracted from each time window, and

(iii) ensemble-averaging K individual Doppler auto-

and cross-spectra to estimateC (Table 2). GivenC, radial

velocity products were estimated based on combina-

tions of direction finding and emitter detection methods

(Table 2) to produce data structures defined by the

HFR_Progs MATLAB toolbox (Kaplan and Largier

2006; Kirincich 2017a) that include radial metrics output

(Kirincich et al. 2012), spatially averaged radials, and

NOAA Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS)-

accepted output file formats. A version of the full

MATLAB-based processing package used here is avail-

able online (Kirincich 2019).

For HF radar observations, the Doppler velocity reso-

lution is controlled by the integration time of the Doppler

spectral estimate and the sweep rate of the radar. Sea-

Sondes typically use 1024 point FFTs with a 2Hz sampling

rate, producing ;2 cm s21 resolution in radial veloc-

ity. Other FFT lengths are also commonly used; for

example, WERA systems sample at ;4Hz with 2048

point FFTs (Martinez-Pedraja et al. 2013), produc-

ing ;1 cm s21 resolution (Kirincich et al. 2012; Forget

2015). Radar operators can potentially adjust any of these

operational parameters to increase Doppler resolution,

which increases the spatial density of radial observations

and potentially decreases occurrences of multivalued

solutions that exceed the sensing ability of the radar.

However, in practice, there are real trade-offs between

range, accuracy, and the data sampling time.

Illustrating these trade-offs, various Doppler-resolving

FFT lengths were evaluated, with 1024-point (5.5min)

segments and 50% segment overlap proving superior as it

yields K 5 9 independent spectral estimates from a sin-

gle 30-min time series. Using longer 2048-point segments

with 50% overlap would result in ensemble sizes of only

K 5 4 and therefore, rank-deficient covariance matri-

ces that violate the requirements of most DF methods

(Tuncer and Friedlander 2009). Using 512-point seg-

ments potentially provide a stabler result, withK5 17,

but the coarser resolution of Doppler spectra (;5 cms21)

led to fewer radial results, despite more multiemitter

solutions. Thus, in the remainder of this work, Doppler-

resolving spectra will be based on 1024-point segments

(as shown in Fig. 3).

DF algorithms incorporate both the physical spacing

of receive antennas as well as amplitude and phase dif-

ferences in antenna, filter, cable, and hardware re-

sponses that cause departures from the response of an

‘‘ideal’’ array through the measured antenna pattern,

or manifold [A in Eq. (1), etc.]. Receive array antenna

patterns, as well as the relative phase errors, were

measured at both sites using both an independent lo-

cal source (Washburn et al. 2016) and by conducting

bistatic tests between the two systems as described in

appendix B. The analysis performed here uses ideal

antenna patterns covering just the overwater portion

of the antenna bearings, versus full 3608 patterns,

which were not found to lead to statistically different

results for any test.

Data from two separate periods were used to make

methodological comparisons. The first period was a

2.5-day time period from the NWTP system only, which

coincided with a mass surface drifter release within the

coverage of the radar on 15–17 August 2017. In total, 20

standard Coastal Dynamics Experiment (CODE)-style

(Davis 1985) surface drifters with a maximum drogue

depth of 1-m were launched within a 5-km by 5-km area

over a period of 3 h and allowed to advect out of the

radar coverage domain (Fig. 4). Drifter trajectories were

converted to Eulerian velocities, spatially averaged over

nonoverlapping 58 azimuthal bins along each range cir-

cle, and projected into radial directions toward the radar

to form independent time series of radial velocities at

each radial grid point for direct comparison (Fig. 5a).

The second time period examined was a 14-day period

in August 2018, where both 16-MHz sites (LPWR and

NWTP) were operating as well as two 25MHz Sea-

Sonde’s located on the western and eastern sides of

Martha’s Vineyard [sitesMETS and SQUB as described

in Kirincich and Lentz (2017)]. The 25-MHz sites were

used to produce vector velocities of the surface cur-

rents using commonly employed methods (Kaplan and

Largier 2006) and then transformed into a coordinate

system aligned with either of the UH radars, producing

an independent estimate of radial velocity based on the

25-MHz data (hereafter ‘‘synthetic radials’’). Given the

placement of the higher-frequency sites, this second

analysis period enabled comparisons of synthetic and

observed radials along multiple range circles of the UH

radar systems for the 14-day period. While only a subset

TABLE 2. Data processing parameters varied.

Parameter Values/methods used

Direction finding methods MUSIC, MLE-AP, WSF

Detection method AIC, MDL, MUSIC SeaSonde,a

MUSIC highestb

Doppler spectra length 512, 1024, 2048

Spectral overlap percentage 50%

Covariance matrix ensemble

members

16, 9, 4

a Follows Lipa et al. (2006) to use empirical tests to define the

emitter number.
b Created as a result of the present effort as explained in the text.
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of the potential methodological comparisons are shown

for this time period, improvements in comparison statis-

tics [e.g., correlation coefficient and root-mean-square

difference (RMSD)] between the synthetic andmeasured

radials indicate improved performance of one method

over another.

4. Results

A sample application of the direction finding and

detection methods (Fig. 2: based on a covariance matrix

from the spectra in Fig. 3) illustrates the potential dif-

ferences among the detection and DF methods. In this

example,DMDL andDAIC fromEqs. (6) and (7) (Fig. 2a)

have no local minima, and thus, the maximum number

of emitters allowed, N 5 5, were assumed. By design,

both theMLE andWSFmethods return solutions for all

predicted emitters (Figs. 2c,d). These locations are

marked by peaks (for MLE) or troughs (forWSF) of the

individual emitter response functions. Note that these

functions are not equivalent to PMUSIC, which has all

potential emitters within the same function. UsingN5 5

in MUSIC gives a PMUSIC with two, not five, local peaks

(Fig. 2b). In the August 2017 NWTP dataset, MLE and

WSF methods defaulted to the maximum number of

emitters ;50% of the time for Nmax 5 5 and ;80% of

the time forNmax5 4. This example illustrates both that

the MLE and WSF methods themselves provide no in-

dication of the most appropriate value of N and that

AIC and MDL often overestimate N.

FIG. 3. Auto-spectra from all 8 channels of the NWTP radar site collected at 1700 UTC 23 May 2018 in (arbitrary

referenced) dB.
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To document the relative performance of each

method using the 8-antenna arrays, spectral observa-

tions from NWTP during the August 2017 test period

were processed using all combinations of the three DF

methods, the AIC and MDL detection tests for MLE

and WSF, all four detection tests for MUSIC, and a

range of FFT lengths and data snapshots (Table 2).

No effort was made to test data spans longer than the

30-min native time series file, thus maximizing the tem-

poral resolution to observe changes in the flow field.

a. 2017 drifter comparisons

For each individual radar-to-drifter velocity compar-

ison, time series of drifter and radar radial velocities

over the 2.5-day period were compared only when more

than 10 independent data pairs existed for a particular

location (Fig. 5a). For all methods considered, RMS

differences increased from 5 to 10 cm s21 at the southern

end to more than 20 cm s21 at the northern end of the

drifter area (Fig. 5). As this pattern is independent of

method within the 2017 comparisons, we hypothesize

that this spatial gradient was due in part to the rapid

decrease in the transmit power with azimuth moving

north (i.e., u . 2508 in Fig. 4). A large decrease (i.e.,

10 dBm) in transmitted power in the western part of

the coverage area may cause signals from these head-

ings to fall below the noise level, limiting the data from

these azimuths.

Holding the FFT length, antenna pattern, and snap-

shot number constant, the relative performance of each

available combination of direction finding and detec-

tion methods were estimated for the 2017 NWTP data-

set. Performance was assessed in terms of the RMS

difference and correlation coefficient against the in

situ drifter-based velocities (Table 3 and Fig. 6). Re-

sults are shown for all data comparisons, as well as for

data within the region of higher transmitted power only

(radial bearings of u , 2508). Given a fixed detection

method such as MDL or AIC, only small differences

existed between eachDFmethod, withWSF performing

slightly better in RMSD but slightly worse than MUSIC

in correlation. Limited to u , 2508, RMSDs decreased

for MLE and WSF relative to MUSIC as did correla-

tions. However, for all comparisons using AIC or MDL

to identify the number of emitters present, the results

were poor in contrast to the MUSIC results that used

either of the SeaSonde or MUSIC-highest detection

methods. Using MUSIC with either of these two

methods, RMSDs decrease from 17–18 to 14 cm s21 as

the MUSIC DOA threshold value was increased from

0.05 to 0.25 to 0.5. Correlation coefficients were also

higher than any DF method using MDL or AIC, with

values increasing from 0.6 to 0.7 with increasing DOA

threshold value. As would be expected, increasing the

DOA peak threshold acts to decrease the total num-

ber of solutions returned, but as weaker peaks appear

FIG. 4. Location of the radar sites on the islands of Martha’s Vineyard (sites SQUB, LPWR,

andMETS) and Nantucket (site NWTP), Massachusetts. An overlay at the location of NWTP,

illustrates the theoretical azimuthal dependence of the 2017 (black) and 2018 (blue) Tx antenna

patterns, constructed assuming 5% Gaussian random phase and amplitude noise, and shown

with 5 dBm isolines (dashed). Trajectories from the 2.5 day drifter release starting on 15 Aug

are shown in red and the 2508 bearing line to the radar, described in the text is shown in black.
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to be more uncertain (Emery and Washburn 2019),

the higher threshold is able to significantly improve

the comparisonswith the drifter-based velocities. Limiting

to u, 2508 improves the comparisons further, decreasing

RMSDs to 11cms21 and increasing correlations to 0.83

for a DOA threshold of 0.5. At higher values of DOA

threshold, there was not a significant difference in the

performance of the SeasSonde detection method against

the simpler MUSIC-highest method (Table 3 and Fig. 6).

b. 2018 synthetic radial comparisons

The 2017 comparison usingNWTP radials and drifters

demonstrated that the MUSIC-highest processing

methodology appeared to be the most useful, given its

combination of high correlation and lowRMSDwith the

least number of tunable parameters. However, those

comparisons were limited to a relatively small azimuthal

extent of the radar due to the location of the drifter

deployment relative to the radar’s transmitted power. In

2018, the NWTP transmit beam pattern was adjusted to

provide increased energy levels to the west to mitigate

this issue (Fig. 4) and data from the second site, LPWR

became available. To confirm improvements in the azi-

muthal extent of the transmit power at NWTP, and ex-

amine any additional azimuthal dependence of either

system, radial velocities based on the MUSIC-highest

FIG. 5. (a) Drifter to radar comparison locations and sample numbers for the 2017 drifter dataset. (b)–(f) Spatial

RMSD results, in cm s21, for a range of the methods examined here.
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method were estimated from both 8-channel systems and

compared with the available data from two 25MHz

SeaSondes that operated with higher spatial resolution.

Data from both LPWR and NWTP in August 2018

show reasonable agreement with time series of syn-

thetic radials constructed from the 25-MHz sites (SQUB

and METS). The effect of the single parameter in the

MUSIC-highest method, the DOA peak threshold, was

estimated using values of 0.25 and 0.5, respectively. For

NWTP, the RMSDs along 3 range circles that overlap

the vector coverage area (Fig. 7) were between 18 and

11 cm s21 and tended to decrease southward. The 2018

comparisons show amarked improvement over the 2017

tests, despite being well north of the u 5 2508 bearing
line (Fig. 4). For LPWR, a larger ;1008 azimuthal span

was covered by the synthetic radials. RMSDs for

3 representative range cells (Fig. 7) varied between

18 and 10 cm s21 with azimuth, with an overall mean

of ;13 cm s21. The cause of increased error for range

cell 7 between bearings 1308 and 1508 is not clear. In
general, increasing the MUSIC DOA peak threshold

(dashed lines) decreased the RMSD by up to 2 cm s21.

Varying other parameters (i.e., Table 2) or using other

methodologies gave similar results to those described

above for the drifter-based comparisons, and are not

shown here.

5. Discussion

Improving the ability of HF radars to resolve two or

more independent signals that may be closely spaced

in bearing or Doppler velocity is critical to accurately

sensing complex coastal flows. This work advances

the ability of HF radars to measure complex flows by

both changing how radars themselves are configured

and improving how currents are extracted from radar

observations. Using observations from 8-antenna HF

radar systems, configured as rectangular phased arrays

but operated as direction finding systems, the tests

performed here suggest that DOA estimates using the

MUSIC algorithm and the MUSIC-highest emitter de-

tection method with a peak threshold of 0.5 provide a

robust method to estimate surface currents with the lowest

number of tunable parameters. The accuracy of the

combined radar configuration and bearing-determination

method are reasonable in comparison to previous

analyses (e.g., Kohut et al. 2006; Ullman et al. 2006;

Ohlmann et al. 2007; Kirincich et al. 2012) given the

high spatial and temporal independence of the data.

For example, the RMSDs of Figs. 5b and 5c are compa-

rable to those reported by Ohlmann et al. (2007, see their

Table 3). These tests also demonstrate that the 8-antenna

arrays yield surface currents with increased azimuthal

resolution, given their ability to detect more radial vectors

at a given Doppler velocity within a range circle. During

the 14-day sample period in August 2018, only 18% of the

estimated radial velocity solutionswere shown to be single-

emitter solutions (Fig. 8), 56% were found to be two-

emitter solutions, and ;26% of the solutions had either

three or four emitters. Thus, a quarter of the spectral es-

timates submitted to the direction finding algorithmwould

be incorrectly resolved by a standard 3-antenna SeaSonde

configuration. This improvement in the azimuthal resolu-

tion of radial currents is likely to improve observations of

small-scale current structures and reduce errors. The poor

performance from the AIC and MDL detection methods

and the justification for using the simpler MUSIC-highest

detection method are discussed in more detail below.

Signal processing applications for the AIC and MDL

methods typically have spatially white noise (Krim and

Viberg 1996), distinct breaks in magnitude of the eigen-

values of the covariance matrix (Johnson and Dudgeon

1993), and amultiplicity of roughly equal noise eigenvalues

(Viberg et al. 1991). Thus, both AIC andMDL depend on

TABLE 3. Methodological comparisons using NWTP data against the August 2017 drifter release.

All data Southern portion

DF Emitter ID Peak threshold RMSD (m s21) CC RMSD (m s21) CC

MUSIC MDL 0.5 0.27 0.50 0.27 0.53

MLE MDL n/a 0.27 0.50 0.27 0.53

WSF MDL n/a 0.26 0.46 0.25 0.35

MUSIC AIC 0.5 0.26 0.51 0.26 0.55

MLE AIC n/a 0.28 0.46 0.23 0.47

WSF AIC n/a 0.25 0.49 0.23 0.37

MUSIC SeaSonde 0.05 0.17 0.63 0.13 0.76

MUSIC SeaSonde 0.25 0.14 0.70 0.11 0.80

MUSIC SeaSonde 0.5 0.13 0.73 0.11 0.82

MUSIC Highest 0.05 0.18 0.59 0.14 0.74

MUSIC Highest 0.25 0.15 0.67 0.12 0.79

MUSIC Highest 0.5 0.14 0.72 0.11 0.83
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having a distinct separation between the signal eigenvalues

and the noise eigenvalues—a characteristic not typically

found in the eigenvalues of oceanographic data. As

illustrated by the example in Fig. 8, the sorted eigenvalues

of oceanic radar backscatter typically lack a well-defined

break separating signal and noise. A similar continuous

rolloff was seen by Emery (2018) for simulations using

the high-resolution numerical output shown in Fig. 1.

Under these conditions, statistical tests such as AIC and

MDL overpredict the emitter number, leading to spu-

rious DOA solutions. This analysis limited the maxi-

mum allowable number of emitters toN5 5, a limit that

was often reached with either AIC or MDL.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the effect of the

statistical overprediction of emitters on each of the

DOA methods, as both AIC and MDL defaulted to

the maximum number of emitters allowed. Although

the five emitter solution is shown for MUSIC, only

two distinct peaks were found in the DOA (Fig. 2b).

FIG. 6. Root-mean-square differences (RMSD) and correlation

coefficients (CC) between NWTP radial velocities and drifter-

based radial velocities from August 2017 (Table 3). All (left) DF

methods and (right) MUSIC peak thresholds are compared for all

data (solid lines) and only data with radial bearings u , 2508
(dashed) (Fig. 4), to eliminate the poor quality returns at the

northern end of the domain.

FIG. 7. (a) Mean surface currents from 5 to 19 Aug 2018, formed

using 25-MHz SeaSonde sites, SQUB and METS, with the range

circles used to construct synthetic radials comparisons marked.

(b) RMSD for LPWR radials formed using the MUSIC-highest

emitter detection method with DOA peak thresholds of 0.25

(solid) and 0.5 (dashed) against synthetic radials, formed from

SQUB and METS as described in the text for range circles 7, 10,

and 13. (c) Same for NWTP radials for range circles 20, 23,

and 27.
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Within the MLE results, four of the predicted emitters

are within 208 of one of the MUSIC DOA peaks, while

WSF-predicted emitters are more evenly spread in

bearing, with three located at or adjacent to the MUSIC

DOA peaks (Figs. 2c,d). Both methods have additional

solutions that do not directly correspond to any of the

observed MUSIC DOA peaks. The tightly spaced so-

lutions for MLE andWSF are closer than MUSIC could

resolve (Tuncer and Friedlander 2009), but the spurious

results from MLE and WSF solutions would result in

higher radial velocity errors, as was shown above. In the

example of Fig. 2b, representative of most solutions

found using AIC or MDL to estimate the emitters pres-

ent, the observed number of peaks in the MUSIC DOA

was generally less than the number predicted. However,

it should be noted that, using AIC or MDL for detec-

tion, MUSIC does no better than MLE or WSF in

independent comparisons (Fig. 6) and thus the DOA

peak-finding step does not itself offer an improvement

over alternative methods.

Both the parametric approach, following Lipa et al.

(2006), as well as the simplified MUSIC-highest ap-

proach performed better likely because the additional

criteria requiring the observed number ofMUSICDOA

peaks to match that predicted for the solution. The

MUSIC solution shown in (Fig. 2) would not be chosen

using either the SeaSonde or MUSIC-highest method.

In this example eigenvalue solution, only the 1 and 3

emitter solutions for MUSIC satisfy the peak number

criteria (Fig. 9, left). In a second example from the same

data file, only the 1 and 2 emitter solutions satisfy the

criteria. Thus, this criterion alone limits the potential

solutions and plays a singular role in making MUSIC

the superior DF method in this analysis (Fig. 9, right).

Contrasting the results between the SeaSonde and

MUSIC-highest emitter methods, when any DOA peak

is taken as an emitter by using a small peak threshold,

the SeaSonde parametric approach has reduced errors.

By using the three threshold tests described by Lipa et al.

(2006), SeaSonde effectively looks for an equivalent

break inmagnitude of the signal and noise components of

the covariance matrix using more information than the

AIC or MDL methods. As the ratio of the eigenvalue

magnitude test as well as the test based on the estimate of

the relative signal powers [Eq. (8)] are roughly equivalent

to an AIC/MDL approach of looking for a break in the

eigenvalues, it is the off-diagonal ratio test (Lipa et al.

2006) thatmost often steers the results. In the sample data

file highlighted here (Fig. 3), this third criterion is ex-

ceeded 90% of the time when the higher emitter solution

is rejected. When the DOA peaks are chosen using a

larger peak threshold, there is no significant difference

between the SeaSonde approach and simply picking

the highest viable solution, as is done in MUSIC-

highest. Using a higher peak threshold effectively

reduces the total number of emitters detected, and

those emitters with low-magnitude peaks appear to have

higher errors in their azimuthal placement than high-

magnitude peaks.

The correspondence between SeaSonde and MUSIC-

highest detection methods at increased peak thresholds

brings up a fundamental difference between the standard

3-channel SeaSonde antenna and the 8-channel systems

used here. Experience using the 3-antenna SeaSonde

with MUSIC-highest detection indicates that two DOA

peaks can nearly always be found when searching for

two emitters. That is, theMUSIC-highest method fails

and a parametric approach (SeaSonde) is required for

accurate detection. Why then is the MUSIC-highest

detection method as good as SeaSonde with 8 antennas?

The answer is likely related to howMUSIC fundamentally

FIG. 8. (top) Statistics of the emitter number and (bottom) mean

sorted eigenvalues with standard deviation for LPWR range cell 7,

as shown in Fig. 7, for the 14 day period in August 2018.
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works: MUSIC finds the DOA solutions by using the

noise subspace, and having more antennas and thus a

larger number of noise eigenvalues for a givenN permits

a more accurate determination of the noise subspace,

which leads to reducedMUSICDOA errors (Stoica and

Nehorai 1989). As shown in Fig. 9, higher emitter pre-

dictions tend to return lower numbers of peaks than

predicted. However, the peak locations become more

variable, and potentially spurious returns are given as

the predicted emitter number increases and the eigen-

vectors defining the noise subspace decreases. Thus, in

practice one can make an incorrect prediction of the

number of emitters present and still get close to the

correct bearings, as long as the noise subspace is well

defined by multiple eigenvectors. Exactly how many

noise eigenvalues are needed is likely to vary with the

covariance matrix but, limited to well-defined DOA

peaks, the MUSIC-highest emitter method appears to

function well for up to 4 emitters with 8 antennas.

Finally, the methodology developed here is adapt-

able to arbitrary configurations of the receive an-

tenna array as well as arbitrary numbers of receive

elements. While both influence the potential accuracy

and azimuthal resolution of the radar, both can be

easily accounted for in A, the antenna response ma-

trix (Tuncer and Friedlander 2009) used by each of

the DOA methods to account for the placement, am-

plitude response, and phase lags of each antenna ele-

ment within the DF calculation.

6. Summary

This work evaluates the performance of an 8-antenna

phased-array HF radar using several direction finding

methods to estimate the radial surface currents. Deter-

mining the correct number of emitters is critical for di-

rection finding systems, and the design of the processing

methods must be carefully considered to realize both

accurate results and maximize the azimuthal resolu-

tion. A combination of the MUSIC algorithm and the

‘‘highest’’ emitter detection method had both accurate

results and fewer tunable parameters. MUSIC was pre-

ferred here only because the MUSIC DOA function al-

lows for an accurate estimate of the number of emitters.

Other direction finding methods were shown to perform

better than MUSIC under similar conditions; however,

FIG. 9. Sample estimates of the MUSIC DOA for (left) the same eigenvalue solution used in Fig. 2 and (right) a

second example from the same data file. For each, all potential emitter numbers between 1 and 7, offset vertically

starting with the one emitter solution at the bottom are shown. Distinct peaks for each case are marked with open

circles. Cases where the number of predicted emitters matched those observed are shown in bold. Using the

MUSIC-highest detection method, the three and two emitter solutions would be chosen for the left and right

examples, respectively.
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these methods required alternative emitter detection

techniques that performed poorly for HF radar datasets.

For the 8-antenna arrays, requiring the observed num-

ber of MUSIC DOA peaks to match that predicted for

the solution led to significant error reductions over the

AIC or MDL detector identification methods. Further,

simplistic detection methods based on the DOA output

were shown to perform well for the 8-antenna systems,

likely because the MUSIC noise subspace was well-

defined, improving accuracy. Using the methodology

described here, available as an open-source MATLAB

package (Kirincich 2019), the 8-antenna systems im-

proved observations of radial currents by sensing multi-

valued direction finding solutions that would otherwise

be missed by standard methods.
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APPENDIX A

The University of Hawai‘i High-Frequency Doppler
Radar

The University of Hawai‘i high-frequency Doppler

radar is a generic frequency-modulated continuous wave

radar based on the principle of base-band complex de-

modulation, aka homodyne detection (Fig. A1). A clas-

sical rack-mounted model was produced in 2012, and a

compact portable model in 2017; both models were used

in the present project.

In the UH radar, an oven-controlled crystal oscillator

(OCXO)provides a stable reference frequency (100MHz)

both to the direct digital synthesizer (DDS) and to the

bank of analog-to-digital converters (ADC). An An-

alog Devices AD9854 integrated circuit DDS is used,

featuring a 48-bit tuning word with m Hz frequency

resolution and dual-quadrature 12-bit digital-to-analog

converters clocked at 300MHz through a clock multi-

plier. The AD9854 DDS achieves a spurious-free dy-

namic range better than 90 dB, and residual phase noise

FIG. A1. Block diagram for the UH FMCW HF radar system, as described in appendix A.
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better than 140 dBcHz21 at 1kHz offset (the phase noise

of theOCXO is;150 dBcHz21). A simple uninterrupted

linear sweep modulation is chosen as the transmitted

wave form. The DDS signal is amplified up to 50W, low-

pass filtered to remove spurious harmonics, and split into

an array of transmit antennas, built as resonant mono-

poles with a buried ground plane (Table 1).

An array of receive antennas collects the echoes

backscattered from the ocean. The receive antennas are

active nonresonant monopoles to maintain phase sta-

bility over the sweep bandwidth. Each antenna channel

is bandpass filtered to reject out-of-band high-frequency

energy, amplified through a low-noise amplifier (LNA),

and fed to a pair of double-balanced diode ring mixers,

excited by orthogonal local oscillator signals from the

DDS. This performs the complex demodulation of the

received signals using a copy of the transmit signal.

The complex-demodulated low-frequency signals are dig-

itized by a bank of ADCs, and recorded on an embedded

Linux computer for postprocessing.

ATexas InstrumentADS1278 integrated circuit ADC

is used, featuring 24-bit sigma-delta conversionwith a/512

digital finite impulse response (FIR) low-pass/decimation

filter. TheADS1278ADCachieves a signal-to-noise ratio

better than 110dB for high-frequency sampling at 6MHz

and decimation to 12kHz or an effective number of bits

(ENOB) of 19.5. A further decimation/32 down to 380Hz

is performed on the host computer in MATLAB using

eighth-order Chebyshev low-pass filters, increasing in

principle the ENOB to 24 and the dynamic range to

140 dB. All raw receive antenna complex time series

are recorded synchronously in parallel, permitting

either BF and DF processing methods.

The deployment of frequency-modulated continuous

wave (FMCW) radars that transmit and receive signals

simultaneously (uninterrupted) requires particular an-

tenna configurations to maximize the range, which is

governed not by the total transmitted power, but by

how much the direct path energy from the transmit

antennas can be attenuated. In addition to the weak

Bragg-scattered energy from the ocean, the first stage

of the low-noise amplifier in the receivers must am-

plify linearly the reflected energy from the nearshore

breaking waves and the direct path energy from the

transmit antennas to avoid the generation of spurious

harmonics and intermodulation products.

The direct path energy must be lowered to a level

comparable to the nearshore reflected energy (which

cannot be controlled), to maximize the overall dynamic

range of the receivers and ADC. Placing the transmit

antennas as far as possible from the receive antennas (10

and 16 l were used at LPWR and NWTP, respectively)

will lower the direct path return as land attenuation is

typically ;1dB per l. An array of transmit antennas

phased to produce a null in the direction of the receive

antennas and a wide beam toward ocean is also used.

With proper antenna tuning, up to 30dB reduction of

the direct path energy can be achieved, compared to

isotropic transmission.

APPENDIX B

Calibration of the NWTP and LPWR Receive
Arrays

Significant effort was spent both installing the UH

radar systems such that the data collected from the re-

ceived array was as ideal as possible as well as measuring

the azimuthal response pattern of the receive antenna

array to provide confirmation. During the installation

process, the relative phase error due to the receive cable

length variability was determined to be,2 cm for 100-m

length cables and the locational errors of the antenna

placement were surveyed to be,6 cm or effectively the

width of the RX antenna post itself. Custom filters (from

http://www.dlwc.com) were used for the receiver board

bandpass filters that limited the phase error of the filters

to 628 phase. All these sources of error were small rel-

ative to the operational spread of the RX array with

l/(23
ffiffiffi
2
p

) element spacing or 6.5-m given a transmit

wavelength of 18.6m.

Two additional tests were used to confirm the RX

array response with azimuth: 1) direct measurements of

the response of the RX array to a mobile signal source

and 2) bistatic tests using each radar as a source for the

other. Direct measurements of the response of the RX

array to a mobile signal source were made at both UH

radar sites in 2018. The RX array’s relative response

with bearing was estimated by operating the mobile

source at fixed frequency within the radar’s chirp, and

examining the signal properties of the identified peak in

short 32-chirp Doppler spectra after adjusting the re-

ceived phase differences (from the center antenna) for

the circular versus plane wave geometry of the near-field

location of the mobile source. This technique is com-

monly used to calibrate direction finding radar systems

(e.g., Washburn et al. 2016). For both sites, these results

led to measured RX array relative phase responses

(at resolutions of 18) that were not significantly differ-

ent from an assumed ideal relative phase response

given the error in theGPS positions of themobile source

and the potential Doppler spectral noise in estimates

of the phase of each antenna relative to the center an-

tenna. Second, bistatic tests of each radar system were

made by setting both systems to continuous sine wave

transmission and examining both the relative phase of
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each antenna as well at theMUSIC estimated bearing of

the source or emitter (i.e., the other radar) over time

scales of hours. These tests suggest that the relative

phases were stable over time, and importantly, that

the MUSIC estimated bearing of the source radar was

correct to 618.
Finally, a small number of the processing methodol-

ogies compared in the 2017 drifter to radar comparisons

were reprocessed using the best fit measured RX array

response pattern. Drifter to radar comparisons for these

runs, using the measured response pattern were similar

(61 cm s21 in RMS difference) to those shown in the

text. Based on these results, we utilize the ideal receive

array antenna pattern in the results reported here for

simplicity.
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